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1 Introduction

1.1 What is FAMER?
FAMER is a new scalable framework for distributed multi-source entity resolution.
It can construct similarity graphs for entities of multiple sources based on different
linking schemes; existing links from the Web of Data could also be used to build the
similarity graph. FAMER also provides several entity clustering schemes. They use
the similarity graph to determine groups of matching entities aiming at maximiz-
ing the similarity between entities within a cluster and minimizing the similarity be-
tween entities of different clusters. Moreover, FAMER is able to repair clusters, e.g.
that are overlapping and/or source-inconsistent.

FAMER is implemented using Apache Flink so that the calculation of similarity
graphs and the clustering approaches can be executed in parallel on clusters of vari-
able size. For the implementation of the parallel clustering schemes we also use the
Gelly library of Flink supporting a so-called vertex-centric programming of graph al-
gorithms to iteratively execute a user-defined program in parallel over all vertices of
a graph. FAMER uses Gradoop to perform distributed graph processing of the simi-
larity graphs and clusters.

Aims

• Efficient parallel execution of match workflows in the cloud

• Efficient application of clustering schemes for entity matching

• Efficient methods for entity matching repairing

1.2 Input and Output
The input of FAMER are entities from multiple sources and the output is a set of clus-
ters containing matching entities. The first part named as Linking is a configurable
component to generate a similarity graph where similar entities are linked pairwise
with each other. This phase starts with blocking, e.g. using Standard Blocking on
a specific property, so that only entities of the same block need to be compared
with each other. Pair-wise matching is typically based on the combined similarity
of several properties and a threshold for the minimal similarity. A future version of
FAMER will also support the use of learned models for binary match classification.
Currently we are mostly focused on the second part of FAMER to use the similarity
graph to determine entity clusters. In the initial version, we support six ER clustering
approaches named as connected components, correlation clustering (CCPivot), Cen-
ter, Merge Center and two variations of star clustering that can lead to overlapping
clusters. Later we proposed a new approach CLIP (CLustering based on LInk Priority)
which produces clusters with no overlap and no source inconsistency in case all data
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sources are clean (no duplicate inside each data source). We also augmented FAMER
by a repairing component RLIP that is enable to resolve the overlaps and solve the
problem of source inconsistency.

Figure 1: Famer Workflow

1.3 Apache Flink
Apache Flink is a framework and distributed processing engine for stateful computa-
tions over unbounded and bounded data streams. Flink has been designed to run in
all common cluster environments, perform computations at in-memory speed and
at any scale. Applications are parallelized into possibly thousands of tasks that are
distributed and concurrently executed in a cluster. Therefore, an application can
leverage virtually unlimited amounts of CPUs, main memory, disk and network IO.
[1]

Unbounded streams have a start but no defined end. They produce continuously
data as it is generated, for example by sensors and must be continuously processed.
In FAMER we only work with bounded data streams. Unlike unbounded streams they
have a defined start and end. This method is also known as batch processing. The
most common form of batch processing is to read a defined set of files and perform
computations on them.

1.4 Gradoop: Scalable Graph Data Management and Analyt-
ics with Hadoop

Gradoop is an open source research framework for scalable graph analytics built on
top of Apache Flink. It offers a graph data model which extends the widespread prop-
erty graph model1 by the concept of logical graphs and further provides operators
that can be applied on single logical graphs and collections of logical graphs. The
combination of these operators allows the flexible, declarative definition of graph
analytical workflows.

1https://github.com/tinkerpop/blueprints/wiki/Property-Graph-Model

https://github.com/tinkerpop/blueprints/wiki/Property-Graph-Model
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1.4.1 Data Model

In the extended property graph model (EPGM), a database consists of multiple prop-
erty graphs which are called logical graphs. These graphs describe application-specific
subsets of vertices and edges, i.e. a vertex or an edge can be contained in multiple
logical graphs. Additionally, not only vertices and edges but also logical graphs have
a type label and can have different properties.

Data Model elements (logical graphs, vertices and edges) have a unique identifier,
a single label (e.g. User) and a number of key-value properties (e.g. name = Alice).
There is no schema involved, meaning each element can have an arbitrary number
of properties even if they have the same label.

2 Getting Started

2.1 Requirements
The only requirement to run Flink is a working Java 8.x installation. You can check
the correct installation you can use the following command:

1 $ java -version

The result should look something like this:

1 java version "1.8.0 _111"
2 Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_111 -b14)
3 Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 25.111 -b14 , mixed

mode)

2.2 Preparation of the working environment
Download FAMER and the example data set:
www.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/EDBTChallenge2019/
Extract it to a directory of your choice.

1 $ cd ∼/Downloads # Go to download directory
2 $ tar xzf famer -edbt.tar.gz # unpack the downloaded

archive
3 $ cd famer # go to famer directory
4 $ ./java -jar famer -runner.jar --help # see famer options

www.informatik.uni-leipzig.de/EDBTChallenge2019/
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3 Work with FAMER

3.1 Run the Example
The code below executes the FAMER linking and clustering algorithms on your local
Flink cluster. The provided famerExample.jar offers the following parameters:

-i --input Path to input data json file
Default: ./data/entitiesCompact.json

-o --output Path to output directory. The clustered Graph is stored
here.
Default: ./data/output

-l --linkingCfg Path to linkingConfig.json
Default: ./data/linkingConfig.json

-c --clustering Clustering Method. For possible options see section 4.
Default: CORRELATION_CLUSTERING

1 $ cd ∼/famer # Go to famer directory
2 $ java -jar famer -runner.jar -l ./data/myLinkingConfig1.json

-c CLIP # run famer with your configuration
3 $ Pre: 0.4666666666666667 Rec: 0.358974358974359 FM:

0.40579710144927544

The file "./data/entitiesCompact.json" contains a very small portion of the dataset.
The complete dataset "./data/entitiesCompactBig.json" contains the whole data. You
can look into the file "./data/linkingConfig.json" to check a simple example of the
FAMER configuration file. All configuration knobs are explained in detail in section
3.2. The possible clustering algorithms are listed and explained in section 4.

3.2 Linking Configuration
The rest of this section explains the json configuration for linking. Please be careful
about spelling of every configuration knob and its possible values.

3.2.1 Blocking Components

Blocking is a strategy to reduce the number of comparisons for each entity. Only en-
tities within the same block are compared. This improves the speed of the linking
step. To generate blocks first choose the base blocking method. Standard Blocking
and Sorted Neighborhood generate the blocks by a defined attribute. So a Key Gener-
ation Method must be defined. You can combine multiple blocking components to
generate a blocking for different attributes as seen in the example below.
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1 "blockingComponents":[
2 {
3 "blockingMethod":" StandardBlocking",
4 "keyGenerationComponent":{
5 "keyGenerationMethod":" KeyGeneration",
6 "attribute":" category"
7 }
8 },
9 {

10 "blockingMethod":" SortedNeighborhood",
11 "windowSize":"20",
12 "keyGenerationComponent":{
13 "keyGenerationMethod":" KeyGeneration",
14 "attribute":"brand"
15 }
16 }
17 ]

Blocking Methods

1. Cartesian Product

1 "blockingMethod":" CartesianProduct"

2. Standard Blocking

1 "blockingMethod":" StandardBlocking",

3. Sorted Neighborhood

1 "blockingMethod":" SortedNeighborhood",
2 "windowSize":"20",
3 "keyGenera
4

5 tionComponent":{
6 ...
7 }

Key Generation Methods

1. Full Attribute

1 "keyGenerationComponent":{
2 "keyGenerationMethod":" KeyGeneration",
3 "attribute":" category"
4 }
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2. Prefix Length

1 "keyGenerationComponent":{
2 "keyGenerationMethod":" PrefixLength",
3 "attribute":" category",
4 "prefixLength":"5"
5 }

3. Q-Grams

1 "keyGenerationComponent":{
2 "keyGenerationMethod":" QGrams",
3 "attribute":" category",
4 "qgramNo":"3",
5 "qgramThreshold": "0.5"
6 }

For applying multi-pass blocking you can simply have multiple blocking compo-
nents as it is shown in the following listing.

1 "blockingComponents":[
2 {
3 "blockingMethod":" StandardBlocking",
4 "keyGenerationComponent":{
5 "keyGenerationMethod":" PrefixLength",
6 "attribute":"brand",
7 "prefixLength":"5"
8 }
9 },

10 {
11 "blockingMethod":" StandardBlocking",
12 "keyGenerationComponent":{
13 "keyGenerationMethod":" PrefixLength",
14 "attribute":"code",
15 "prefixLength":"2"
16 }
17 },
18 {
19 "blockingMethod":" StandardBlocking",
20 "keyGenerationComponent":{
21 "keyGenerationMethod":" PrefixLength",
22 "attribute":" pageTitle",
23 "prefixLength":"4"
24 }
25 }
26 ]
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3.2.2 Similarity Components

To link entities in a similarity graph it is necessary to define similarity components.
A similarity component defines which attributes of two entities will be compared by
which method of comparison. To achieve good results it is possible to combine mul-
tiple similarity components. The following example shows the combination of two
similarity components. For each component the definition of all the fields in this ex-
ample are necessary. The IDs of the components must be unique, white-spaces are
not allowed. The weight defines the importance of the similarity component.

1 "similarityComponents":[
2 {
3 "id":" camera_brand",
4 "sourceGraph":"*",
5 "targetGraph":"*",
6 "sourceLabel":" camera",
7 "targetLabel":" camera",
8 "sourceAttribute":" brand",
9 "targetAttribute":" brand",

10 "similarityMethod":" EditDistance",
11 "weight":"0.5"
12 },
13 {
14 "id":" camera_model",
15 "sourceGraph":"*",
16 "targetGraph":"*",
17 "sourceLabel":" camera",
18 "targetLabel":" camera",
19 "sourceAttribute":" model",
20 "targetAttribute":" model",
21 "similarityMethod":" EditDistance",
22 "weight":"0.5"
23 }
24 ]

Similarity Methods

1. Jaro-Winkler

1 "similarityMethod":" JaroWinkler",
2 "threshold":"0.5"

2. Truncate Begin
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1 "similarityMethod":" TruncateBegin",
2 "length":"2"

3. Truncate End

1 "similarityMethod":" TruncateEnd",
2 "length":"3"

4. Edit Distance

1 "similarityMethod":" EditDistance"

5. Q-Grams

• DICE

• JACARD

• OVERLAP

1 "similarityMethod":" QGrams",
2 "length":"3",
3 "padding": "true",
4 "secondMethod":"DICE"

6. Monge-Elkan
The tokenizer splits the string in separate tokens by the defined characters. In
this example by "-".

1 "similarityMethod":" MongeElkan",
2 "threshold":"0.9",
3 "tokenizer":" -"

7. Extended Jaccard The tokenizer splits the string in separate tokens by the de-
fined characters. In this example by "ab".

1 "similarityMethod":" ExtendedJaccard",
2 "threshold":"0.9",
3 "tokenizer":"ab",
4 "jaroWinklerThreshold":"0.7"

8. Longest Common Substring

• DICE

• JACARD

• OVERLAP
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1 "similarityMethod":" LongestCommSub",
2 "minLength":"3",
3 "secondMethod":"DICE"

9. Numerical Similarity Max Distance
Be careful to use it only for numerical attributes (e.g. price, weight, ...)

1 "similarityMethod":" NumericalSimilarityWithMaxDistance",
2 "maxToleratedDis":"5"

10. Numerical Similarity Max Percentage
Be careful to use it only for numerical attributes (e.g. price, weight, ...)

1 "similarityMethod":
2 "NumericalSimilarityWithMaxPercentage",
3 "maxToleratedPercentage":"20.0"

3.2.3 Selection Component

The selection component can be used to further define linking with the similarity
methods more precise. Without selection there are links between all entities where
the similarity methods match, also for entity pairs with similarity value 0. The selec-
tion component decides which links are kept and which are discarded.

Aggregation

If you defined multiple similarity components you can aggregate their results the de-
cide weather two entities are linked or not. The aggregations strategy used in FAMER
is the weighted average. It considers the weights of the similarity components to cal-
culate the aggregated value. If you want an arithmetic average, use the same weight
for all the components. If the result is below the aggregation threshold, the entities
are not linked. The aggregation rule can also be used if there only one similarity com-
ponent. It helps you to eliminate the links with too low similarity.

1 "selectionComponent":{
2 "selectionMethod":" MANUAL",
3 "aggregationRuleEnabled":true ,
4 "aggregationThreshold":"0.5",
5 "selectionRuleEnabled ":false
6 }

Selection Rule

The selection rule allows you to define a complex statement that decides weather
entities are linked or not. You can define borders for the output of different similarity
components and combinations of them.
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In the following example we have two similarity components with the IDs model
and priceUSD. The first one is a String similarity for the model attribute, the second
one a numerical similarity of the price attribute. The example code produces a rule
that only allows linking of two entities if their model similarity is greater or equal
than 70% AND their price similarity is greater or equal 80%.

model ≥ 0.7 AND priceUSD ≥ 0.8

1 "selectionComponent":{
2 "selectionMethod":" MANUAL",
3 "aggregationRuleEnabled":false ,
4 "aggregationThreshold":"0.5",
5 "selectionRuleEnabled":true ,
6 "ruleComponents":[
7 {
8 "componentType":" CONDITION",
9 "conditionId":"con1",

10 "similarityFieldId":"model",
11 "operator":" GREATER_EQUAL",
12 "threshold":"0.7"
13 },
14 {
15 "componentType":" SELECTION_OPERATOR_AND"
16 },
17 {
18 "componentType":" CONDITION",
19 "conditionId":"con2",
20 "similarityFieldId":" priceUSD",
21 "operator":" GREATER_EQUAL",
22 "threshold":"0.8"
23 }
24 ]
25 }

Just put your desired components in the right order of the ruleComponents array.
You can define even more complex rules, e.g.:

(model ≥ 0.7 AND priceUSD ≥ 0.8) OR (model > 0.5 AND weightKg > 0.6)

1 "selectionComponent":{
2 "selectionMethod":" MANUAL",
3 "aggregationRuleEnabled":false ,
4 "selectionRuleEnabled":true ,
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5 "ruleComponents":[
6 {
7 "componentType":" OPEN_PARENTHESIS"
8 },
9 {

10 "componentType":" CONDITION",
11 "conditionId":"con1",
12 "similarityFieldId":"model",
13 "operator":" GREATER_EQUAL",
14 "threshold":"0.7"
15 },
16 {
17 "componentType":" SELECTION_OPERATOR_AND"
18 },
19 {
20 "componentType":" CONDITION",
21 "conditionId":"con2",
22 "similarityFieldId":" priceUSD",
23 "operator":" GREATER_EQUAL",
24 "threshold":"0.8"
25 },
26 {
27 "componentType":" CLOSE_PARENTHESIS"
28 },
29 {
30 "componentType":" SELECTION_OPERATOR_OR"
31 },
32 {
33 "componentType":" OPEN_PARENTHESIS"
34 },
35 {
36 "componentType":" CONDITION",
37 "conditionId":"con3",
38 "similarityFieldId":"model",
39 "operator":" GREATER",
40 "threshold":"0.5"
41 },
42 {
43 "componentType":" CONDITION",
44 "conditionId":"con4",
45 "similarityFieldId":" weightKg",
46 "operator":" GREATER",
47 "threshold":"0.6"
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48 },
49 {
50 "componentType":" CLOSE_PARENTHESIS"
51 }
52 ]
53 }

Beside conditions the following components are available:

( OPEN_PARENTHESIS

) CLOSE_PARENTHESIS

AND SELECTION_OPERATOR_AND

OR SELECTION_OPERATOR_OR

For condition components the following operators can be used:

== EQUAL

!= NOT_EQUAL

> GREATER

< SMALLER

≥ GREATER_EQUAL

≤ SMALLER_EQUAL

Others

If we use FAMER for finding new link for already linked data (we have some links in
out input data) and we are willing to keep the existing links, the "keepCurrentEdges"
must be set to "true". It means the existing links are kept by FAMER and the value
of "recomputeSimilarityForCurrentEdges" specifies whether similarity value for the
existing links are recomputed or not. If you are using FAMER for raw data with no
linking you can simply set both of the above mentioned properties to "false".

1 "keepCurrentEdges":false ,
2 "recomputeSimilarityForCurrentEdges": false
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4 Clustering Configurations
There are 7 different clustering algorithms implemented in the current FAMER listed
as "Connected Components", "Correlation Clustering (CCPivot)", "Center", "Merge
Center", two version of "Star" algorithms and "CLIP". The Star algorithm prioritizes
vertices as candidates for the center of clusters based on degree. "STAR1" computes
the degree of a vertex based on the number of in/out going edges while "STAR2" con-
siders the average of similarity degree of in/out going edges. The algorithm "CLIP",
cluster vertices based on the priority of edges. It classifies edges to three classes of
strong, normal and weak. Only the strong and normal edges are considered for clus-
tering. The "CLIP" algorithm needs to know the desired cluster size. It is already set
to unlimited, but you can change it to other numbers by mentioning your desired
number right after the algorithm.

• CONNECTED_COMPONENTS

• CORRELATION_CLUSTERING

• CENTER

• MERGE_CENTER

• STAR1

• STAR2

• CLIP (CLIP algorithm with default cluster size: 213)

• CLIP_N (CLIP algorithm with maximal cluster size: N)

You can find detailed information about the clustering algorithms in the following
papers:

[3] : https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/file/famer-adbis2017.pdf
[4] : https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/file/eswc_0.pdf

5 Your Task
We provide a dataset of product specification data. It is an adapted version of the
DEXTER dataset [2]. It contains product information that was extracted from differ-
ent websites, e.g. online shops. Your task is to use FAMER to perform entity reso-
lution on this dataset. As a result you will produce clusters of product specification
data from different sources (websites) that represents the same product.

https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/file/famer-adbis2017.pdf
https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/file/eswc_0.pdf
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5.1 The dataset
We prepared the dataset in an unique format so that product attributes are named
equally in all sources. Table 2 shows the possible attributes a product entity can have.
The dataset consists of 20,000 entities from 20 different sources. It should be noted
that each source is duplicate-free.

Attribute Description

goldenTruthClusterId unique ID of a cluster in the dataset; if your FAMER con-
figuration is well, entities with the same ID are clustered
in the output file; provided only for 20% of the data

urlText information extracted from the url of the web page

pageTitle information in the title of the web page

category camera, monitor, nodebook, tv, cutlery, headphone,
shoes, software, sunglasses

brand manufacturer name of the product

model the products model number or name

productName can be equal to model but can also differ, e.g. when model
only contains a number

productCode

ean European Article Number (array, can contain multiple
numbers, e.g. if the online shop sells a product bundle)

priceUSD decimal value, maybe converted from another currency

weightKg decimal value, maybe converted from another measure

widthMm decimal value, maybe converted from another measure

heightMm decimal value, maybe converted from another measure

sensorType sensor of cameras

megapixel picture resolution of digital camera

opticalZoom cameras optical zoom

digitalZoom cameras digital zoom

operatingSystem OS of a notebook (careful, can also be a list of supported
OS for a monitor, camera, etc.)
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processor processor brand / model / brand+model of notebook

chipset chipset brand / model / brand+model of notebook

responseTimeMs screen response time in miliseconds

resolution screen resolution (notebook, tv, monitor, camera screen)

screenSizeInch decimal value, maybe converted from another measure

brightness feature of screens, decimal value in candela per square
metre

contrastRatio feature of screens, decimal value

refreshRate feature of screens, decimal value

Table 2: dataset - possible attributes

You can infer new property values like product code from above mentioned at-
tribute values and add the to json data. You can perform any type of preprocessing
on the input data and provide the your input file path for FAMER as it is explained in
Section 3.1. Just please keep in mind to retain the input file format as it is. Here is a
list of resources provided for you:

• ./famer/data/entityCompact.json: a small portion of dataset

• ./famer/data/entitiesCompactBig.json: complete dataset

• ./famer/data/linkingConfig.json: sample linking configuration

• ./famer/data/matches20Prntg.csv: partial golden truth

• ./famer/data/nonMatches.csv: non-matches file (partial)

• ./famer/data/output/clusteredGraph.csv: your output

• ./famer/famer-runner.jar: the FAMER

5.2 Evaluation
To evaluate your result we provide golden truth information for 20% of the entities
in our dataset. It describes which entities should be clustered together. The clusters
produced with your configuration get compared to the true clusters and precision,
recall and the F-measure are calculated. This evaluation is done automatically. The
result is printed when famer-runner finished the clustering.

At the end of the challenge, we will execute the evaluation with the golden truth
information for all of the entities in the dataset. The student with the best result will
win the challenge.
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